Semi-tensor product of matrices (STP of matrices) is a new matrix product and has been successfully applied to many fields, especially to logical dynamic systems. This paper considers how to represent a Boolean matrix as an exponentiation of another one in the framework of the STP of matrices. To this end, Boolean matrices (BMs) are classified into three types, single block, full block and non-full block BMs. For each kind of BMs, a sufficient and necessary condition for the exponentiation-representability is proposed, and an algebraic algorithm of finding all the exponentiation representations of a Boolean matrix is designed. As potential applications, a discussion of how to use the obtained results to analyze and synthesize logical systems mathematically, especially to finite state machines, is finally presented. The results of this paper may provide a theory basis for studying finite-valued systems, logical systems, logical networks and networked evolutionary games, etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Boolean matrix is a matrix with entries from the Boolean domain {0, 1}. Boolean matrices are widely used in many fields such as visual cryptography [1] , circuit design and analysis [2] , algorithm designing of GPU (graphic processing unit) [3] , testability design [4] and artificial intelligence [5] .
In particular, in recent years, Boolean matrices have displayed their values in modelling, analysis and synthesis of logical systems. Cheng et al. [6] established an algebraic state space representation (ASSR) of Boolean networks by converting the evolutions from a logical function form to an algebraic form, where the state transition matrix and output matrix are Boolean matrices. With the ASSR, the regulation problems of many gene regulatory networks are investigated such as MSP gene network [7] , gene network of the mammalian cell cycle [8] , signal transduction gene network [9] . For vehicle control systems, Cheng et al. [10] proposed a dynamical equation, where the Markovian transition matrix is a Boolean matrix. This equation allows one to study the control problems of vehicle dynamics by using algebraic The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jun Shen . methods. Wu and Shen [11] designed an optimal control algorithm with finite horizon for stochastic logical dynamical systems. Using this dynamic equation, several scholars studied other control problems of vehicles, such as, optimal control problems of residual gas fraction in a combustion engine [12] , [13] , residual gas fraction of internal-combustion engines [14] . For networked evolutionary game systems, Zhu et al. [15] formulated the evolution behaviors as an algebraic system with a Boolean matrix as a dynamic evolution matrix.
Besides, Boolean matrices play an important role in expressing and analyzing dynamic behaviors of finite state machines. Xu et al. [16] and Yan et al. [17] , [18] developed successively a set of bilinear dynamic equations of describing the dynamics of finite state machines, shown in the following equations.
x(t + 1) = Gx 0 u(t),
where the state transition matrix G and output matrix K are both exponentiations of Boolean matrices that each column having exact one 1 component, others are 0s. The VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ exponentiation of a Boolean matrix is conducted in the framework of a new product of matrices, called semi-tensor product of matrices (STP of matrices). The STP of matrices, the sign is, is a generalization of the conventional product of matrices by allowing any two matrices of any sizes to participate in the product operation, which is developed by Cheng in recent years [19] . The STP of matrices maintains almost all the major properties of the conventional product, such as the associative law and distributive law, (A B) C = A (B C); what is more important, it remedies some inherent defects of the conventional product of matrices, for example, the incomplete compatibility (see Remark 2 for an example).
The STP of matrices has been successfully applied to many fields, such as gene regulation [20] - [23] , power system [24] - [26] , vehicle control [11] , [13] , [27] , [28] , smart grid [29] - [32] , finite state machine [33] - [36] , information security [37] , [38] , mobile robot [39] and graph theory [40] - [42] . These achievements show that the STP of matrices excels in the analysis and synthesis of discrete state systems, especially of finite valued systems, logical networks and logical systems.
From equations (1), we can see that finite state machines can be investigated by using control theory because equations (1) provides dynamical knowledges of finite state machines. Consequently some ideas and methods of control theory can be borrowed to study finite state machines, such as feedback idea and methods of state-feedback control and corrective control.
Especially, the method of system identification in control theory can be used for the model construction of finite state machines from observed input-output data. To this end it is necessary to express the state transition matrix G and output matrix K in equations (1) as exponentiations of other Boolean matrices. Driven by this, in this paper we consider how to represent a Boolean matrix as an exponentiation form in the framework of the STP of matrices.
The main contributions of this paper include three aspects. The first is the exponentiation-representability of Boolean matrices, several necessary and sufficient conditions are established. The second are methods of finding all the exponentiation-representations of a Boolean matrix, three algebraic algorithms are developed. The last is an analysis of potential applications to logical systems of the obtained results, a brief explanation is presented.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the STP of matrices and describe the research problems and ideas. Section 3 presents the main findings of this paper. And Section 4 gives an account of potential applications of the findings. Finally, a concluding remark is presented in Section 5.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section we briefly review the semi-tensor product of matrices (the STP of matrices) and describe the research topic.
A. THE STP OF MATRICES
Definition 1 (The STP of Matrices) [19] : For matrices M ∈ M m×n and N ∈ M p×q , their STP, denoted by M N , is defined as
where s is the least common multiple of n and p, and ⊗ is the Kronecker product.
Remark 1: Definition 1 is a general version of the STP of matrices. In practice, a special case of the STP of matrices, the following Definition 2, is often used, so is in this paper.
Definition 2 (Special Version of the STP of Matrices) [19] : 1. Let X be a row vector of dimension np, and Y be a column vector of dimension p. Divide X into p equal-size blocks as X 1 , · · · , X p , which are 1 × n row vectors. The semi-tensor product of X and Y , denoted by X Y , is defined as
If either n is a factor of p or p is a factor of n, then the semi-tensor product of M and N , denoted by P = {P ij } = M N , is defined as follows. P consists of m × q blocks and each block is defined as
where M i is the i-th row of M and N j is the j-th column of N .
The following is an example of the special STP of matrices. 
their STP is A B, as shown at the bottom of the next page. Remark 2: From Definitions 1 and 2, it is easy to see that the STP of matrices degenerates the conventional product of matrices when n = p, therefore Definitions 1 and 2 generalize the conventional product of matrices. The most significance is that the STP of matrices overcomes the incomplete compatibility of the conventional product of matrices. There is an example. Assume that X , Y , Z , W ∈ R n are column vectors. Since Y T Z is a real number, we then have
Repeatedly using of the associativity produces (Y T Z )(XW T ) = Y T (ZX )W T . Now there is a question, ''what is the term ZX ?''. Clearly, it is an illegal term. This suggests that ''legal operations'' can cause ''illegal outcomes'' in the framework of the conventional product of matrices. While for the STP of matrices, this is a natural thing.
B. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
This paper is intended to represent a Boolean matrix as an exponentiation of another Boolean matrix in the framework of the STP of matrices, specifically, in the framework of the STP of matrices defined by Definition 2. The reason why use the STP of matrices defined by Definition 2 rather than Definition 1 is that Definition 1 concentrates on the mathematics while Definition 2 focus on the applications in practice.
According to Definition 2, the r-exponentiation of a Boolean matrix of dimension p × pq is a Boolean matrix with size of p × pq r . Thus the Boolean matrices considered in this paper are limited to the Boolean matrices of dimension p × pq r . In addition, the Boolean matrices of this paper are further restricted to such ones that each column has only one 1 element, for linking up the findings of this paper with applications to finite state machines, i.e., connecting the obtained results with the dynamic equations (1) .
The research route is as follows. Such Boolean matrices are firstly divided into three categories according to their characteristics presented in calculating the exponentiations: single block Boolean matrices, full block Boolean matrices and non-full block Boolean matrices. Then the necessary and sufficient condition for exponentiation representation of each kind of Boolean matrices is considered. Finally, methods of finding all the exponentiations of each category of Boolean matrices are designed based on these conditions. At last, as an illustration of the value of the findings, a discussion that how the results are applied to the model identification of finite state machines is given to illustrate the potential practical applications of the results of this paper.
C. CNOTATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER
The following notations are used throughout this paper.
R n : the set of vectors of dimension n. M m×n : the set of matrices of size m × n. B m×n : the set of m×n Boolean matrices with each column having exact one 1 element, others are 0s. |S| : the cardinality of set S, that is, the number of elements of S.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In the following, we discuss the exponentiation expression problem of Boolean matrices in the framework of the STP of matrices. For this purpose, Boolean matrices are classified into three types: single block, full block and non-full block BMs. The main results include (i) several sufficient and necessary conditions for the exponentiation-representability of Boolean matrices and (ii) three algebraic methods of finding all the exponentiation expressions of a Boolean matrix. The links among these results are shown in figure 1.
We start by defining the exponentiation expression of Boolean matrices (BMs) and making some theoretical and technical preparations. if there is a Boolean matrix A ∈ B p×pq such that B = A r , where A is called an r-base matrix of B, r is the order of A.
Definition 3 (Exponentiation Expression of BMs): Boolean matrix B ∈ B p×pq r is said to be exponentiation representable
Definition 4 (Column-Block Form of Matrices): For matrix A ∈ M p×qr , the q-column-block form of A refers to the partition dividing A into r equal-size blocks, each block includes q columns of A:
where
where 
Remark 3:
A matrix A itself is a special case of its qcolumn-block form; when q = 1 the q-column-block form of A reduces to A.
A. EXPONENTIATION EXPRESSION OF SINGLE BLOCK BMs
Definition 5 (Single Block BM): Boolean matrix A of size p × pq r is said to be a single block BM if there exists only one element in CBF(A, q); otherwise A is called a non-single block one.
Example 3: The following matrices A i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 6) are single block BMs, and A 7 is a non-single block one.
where p = q = r = 2; 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1], where p = 2, q = 3, r = 2;
where p = 2, q = 2, r = 1.
The following results are immediate consequences of Definition 2.
Proposition 1 (Property of the STP of Matrices): For matrices A and B, B has a block form
Proposition 2 (Composition of the STP of Matrices):
For matrix A ∈ M p×qr , the following equation holds:
where Cbf k (A, r) denotes the k-th block of the r-columnblock form of A. Definition 6 (Basic Block of Matrices): The block Cbf k (A, r) in (2) is called a basic block of A, and the set
Remark 4: It follows from propositions 1 and 2 that the STP of A and B, A B, is made up of the blocks of BBS(A). Let us look at the following example. 
.
Proof: Definition 4 shows that the block Cbf consists of q columns of A.
From Proposition 1, (3) can be rewritten as
According to Proposition 2, (4) can be further rephrased as
Using the similar method, we have
Similarly,
],
The result is then proved. Remark 5: Theorem 1 indicates that single block BMs are exponentiation representable and offers a method of finding an r-base matrix for a single block BM. Take B 1 = δ 3 [2, 2, · · · , 2] ∈ B 3×3·2 3 for example, the Cbf = δ 3 [2, 2] , then a 3-base matrix of B 1 is (B, p) , the i-th element of C BF(B, p), with a symbol a i ; s i is the symbol that corresponds to Cbf i (B, p) , the i-th block of the p-columnblock form of B.
Remark 6: The ID of B, ID(B, p) , maps B to a unique symbol vector that serves as the identifier of B, like an identification card of a person. The following example illustrates this.
Example 5: We return to Example 2, consider the BM A. The number of columns, 12, has two expressions: 12 = 6 × 2 or 12 = 4 × 3. We first consider A ∈ B 3×6·2 . Example 2 shows that CBF(A, 2) = {δ 3 Using a similar method, we have Tag(A r ) ⊆ Tag(A r−1 ) ⊆ · · · ⊆ Tag(A).
It follows then from (5) that Tag(B) ⊆ Tag(A). (ii) Assume that
From Definition 2 we know that each block in (6) is composed of q elements of C BF(A, q). It follows then from
By doing this iteratively, we have that C BF(A t , q) = C BF(A t−1 , q) = · · · = C BF(A 2 , q).
Using (5) we see that
The proof is completed. Proof: Assume that B = δ p [i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i pq ] and ID(B, 1) = [a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a pq ], where some i j s may be the same, and so are some a i s. By Propositions 1 and 2, we obtain that
It follows from Lemma 1 and Tag(B) = {1, 2, · · · , p} that Cbf i j (B, q) are made up of the elements of C BF(B, q), j = 1, 2, · · · , pq.
On the other hand, |C BF(B, q)| = p implies that all the p elements of C BF(B, q) are different from each other. We then deduce that
where Cbf i j 1 (B, q) and Cbf i j 2 (B, q) are the blocks of the qcolumn-block form of B that correspond to the j 1 -th and j 2 -th components of ID(B, 1), i.e., a j 1 and a j2 , respectively.
Identify Cbf i j (B, q) with a j , j = 1, 2, · · · , pq, respectively, it follows then from Definition 9 that ID(B 2 , q) = [a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a pq ] = ID(B, 1).
Similarly, we have that ID(B 3 , q 2 ) = ID(B 2 , q).
By doing this recursively, we further have that ID(B r , q r−1 ) = ID(B r−1 , q r−2 ) = · · · = ID(B 2 , q) = ID(B, 1).
This proves the result. Remark 8: It follows from Lemma 2 that the IDs of the exponentiations of different orders of a BM have the same value when these exponentiations are appropriately split. The following is an example. [2, 3] . Identifying them with a 1 , a 2 and a 3 , respectively, we have that ID (B 2 , 2) = [a 1 , a 2 , a 2 , a 3 , a 1 , a 3 ] , which is the same as ID(B, 1) . The third power of B is B 3 = δ 3 [2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 3, 2, 1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 1, 3, 2, 3, 2, 1, 2,  3, 1, 3, 2, 3 ]. In this case, there exist 3 different elements in C BF(B 3 , 4) , δ 3 [2, 1, 2, 3], δ 3 [1, 3, 2, 1] and δ 3 [1, 3, 2, 3] . We do the same thing, identify them with a 1 , a 2 and a 3 , respectively, we then have ID(B 3 , 4) = [a 1 , a 2 , a 2 , a 3 , a 1 , a 3 ], which is also identical with ID(B, 1).
Using these preparations, Lemmas 1 and 2 as well as Remark 8, we next to discuss the exponentiation representability (ER) of full block BMs. BF(B, q) .
It follows consequently from Lemma 2 that ID(A, 1) = ID(B, q r−1 ), i.e., the third item. The proof is then completed.
Theorem 2 implies a way of finding all the r-base matrices of a full block BM.
Algorithm 1: For a full block BM B ∈ B p×pq r with |C BF(B, q)| = p and Tag(B) = {1, 2, · · · , p}, the following procedure produces all the r-base matrices of B.
Step 1: Write out the set of q-column-block of B:
Step 2: Calculate the ID of B, ID(B, q r−1 ).
Step 3: Build a set of BMs, denoted asAs, using all the permutations of Cbf i (B, q) ∈ C BF(B, q), and set (if K i does not exist, set K i = ∅)
Step 4: Execute Step 3 repeatedly till every element of C BF(B, q) is conducted. Then all the r-base matrices of B are
We use an example to illustrate Algorithm 1. Example 7: Consider B = δ 3 [1, 3, 3, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 1, 1, 3] ∈ B 3×3·2 2 , here p = 3, q = 2, r = 2.
Step 1: The set of 2-column-block of B is C BF(B, 2) = {δ 3 [1, 3] , δ 3 [3, 1] , δ 3 [2, 2]}.
Step 2: Calculate the ID of B by identifying δ 3 [1, 3] , δ 3 [3, 1] and δ 3 [2, 2] with a 1 , a 2 and a 3 , respectively, the result is ID (B, 2) = [a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 3 , a 2 , a 1 ] .
Steps 3 and 4: Use δ 3 [1, 3] , δ 3 [3, 1] and δ 3 [2, 2] to construct BMs that satisfy ID(A, 1) = ID(B, 2). There are total two such BMs: A 1 = δ 3 [1, 3, 2, 2, 3, 1] and A 2 = δ 3 [3, 1, 2, 2, 1, 3]. Therefore B has two base matrices, A 1 and A 2 .
C. EXPONENTIATION EXPRESSION OF NON-FULL BLOCK BMs
During calculating the exponentiations of full block and nonfull block BMs, the only difference between them is that, take non-full block BM A ∈ B p×pq r for instance, there are some identical blocks in the set of q-column-block of A. This will bring two problems: the blocks will appear in the sets of q-column-block forms of A i (i = 1, 2, · · · ) and then leads ID(A, q r−1 ) and ID(A, 1) to take different values. The outcome is that the constancy of ID of full block BMs is broken. Thus Algorithm 1 is no longer suitable for finding base matrices of non-full block BMs. To overcome this inadequacy, Algorithm 1 should be improved. We start by modifying the ID of full block BMs and introducing the ID of non-full block BMs. (B, p) , j > i, then revise s as follows. The symbols that correspond to δ j n are replaced by the symbols that correspond to δ i n . Example 8: Consider the non-full block BM B = δ 3 [2, 1, 3, 2, 2, 1]. Here, n = 3, p = 2, C BF(B, 1) = {δ 2 3 , δ 1 3 , δ 3 3 }. Identify δ 2 3 , δ 1 3 and δ 3 3 with a 1 , a 2 and a 3 , respectively, we then have s = [a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 1 , a 1 , a 2 ]. In the 2-column-block form of B, Cbf 3 (B, 2) = Cbf 1 (B, 2) = δ 3 [2, 1] . Then the symbol that corresponds to δ 3 3 , a 3 , is replaced by the symbol that corresponds to δ 1 3 , a 2 ; the resulting s is [a 1 , a 2 , a 2 , a 1 , a 1 , a 2 ] .
According Definition 10, the following result follows immediately from Theorem 2. Similarly to the relation between Algorithm 1 and Theorem 2, Theorem 3 provides a way to obtain all the r-base matrices of a non-full block BM.
Algorithm 2: Let B ∈ B p×pq r be a non-full block BM. Taking the following steps, one can get all the r-base matrices of B.
Step 1: Split B into its q-column-block form and write out the set of q-column-block of B:
Step 3: Build a set of BMs, As, using all the permutations of Cbf i (B, q) ∈ C BF(B, q) and calculate the IDs of As. Set K i = {A|ID * (A) = ID(B, q r−1 )}, if there is no such K i , then set K i = ∅.
Step 4: Execute Step 3 repeatedly till every element of C BF(B, q) is conducted. All the r-base matrices of B are
D. ADVANCED RESULTS ON SINGLE BLOCK BMs
In subsection 3.1, we show that a single block BM is always exponentiation representable and present a method that can VOLUME 7, 2019 find a particular r-base matrix for a single block BM. In this subsection, we further discuss how to find all the r-base matrices of a single block BM.
Theorem 4 (Necessity and Sufficiency for the ER of Single Block BMs): Let B ∈ B p×pq r be a single block BM with the q-column-block form Cbf 2 (B, q) , · · · , Cbf pq r −1 (B, q) 
where Cbf 1 (B, q) = Cbf 2 (B, q) = · · · = Cbf pq r −1 (B, q) .
, · · · , p}. A is an r-base matrix of B if and only if the following conditions hold.
(i) Cbf i j (A, q) = Cbf, j = 1, 2, · · · , p;
The sufficiency is first proved. It follows from the conditions (i) and (ii) that A can be written as
Since the i l s in (9) are all in U , it follows from Proposition 2 that A δ i ls p = Cbf, s = 1, 2, · · · , pq. Therefore
Using the same method, we further have
,
. . .
The sufficiency is then proved. Next, we prove the necessity by contrary method. If there is an i j , j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , q} or j ∈ U satisfying Cbf i j (A, q) = Cbf, it follows then from the similar calculations of the proof of the sufficiency that there is at least one block that is not Cbf in the q-column-block form of the exponentiations of A, A 2 , A 3 · · · , A r . This is contrary to A r = B = [Cbf, · · · , Cbf
The proof is then completed.
Based on Theorem 4 we can design a method to find all the r-base matrices of a single block BM.
Algorithm 3: For a single block BM B = [Cbf, · · · , Cbf
{1, 2, · · · , p} and j = 1, 2, · · · , q. Use A to denote an r-base matrix of B. The following procedure produces all the r-base matrices of B.
Step 1: Set Cbf i j (A, q) = Cbf, j = 1, 2, · · · , q, and I = {i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i q }.
Step 2: Set W = N − I . Check whether or not W is , if yes, the algorithm comes to the end and all the r-base matrices of B are produced; otherwise go to next step.
Step 3: For each element ω of W , set Cbf ω (A, q) = Cbf, Z = W − {ω}, and I = I ∪ {ω}.
Step 4: Construct A by setting Cbf t (A, 1), t ∈ Z as a permutation over I .
Step 5: Repeat Step 4 till all the permutations over I are used, then go to Step 2.
Remark 9: In the loop execution of Algorithm 3, some of the matrices yielded in Step 5 may overlap. The following is an example. 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2 ].
Thus B indeed has a set of base matrices with orders of 2, 3 and 6: one 6-base matrix (A 1 ), one 3-base matrix (A 2 ), and one 2-base matrix (A 3 ).
E. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
This subsection reports the result of a computational complexity analysis of the presented algorithms, that is, the algorithms of finding all the r-base matrices of a Boolean matrix. Since Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 only need to compute matrices, take matrices of dimension m × n for example, the computational complexities is of polynomial time, namely, o(n 2 m). Besides, all the involved computations of Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 are just some basic matrix operations that can be conducted easily by computers.
IV. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
The results of his paper may provide a potential theoretical basis for the analysis and synthesis of logical dynamic systems. Logical dynamic systems are systems with finite numbers of discrete inputs, outputs and states. In conventional researches, the dynamic behaviors of logical dynamic systems are often described by tables, diagrams and discrete functions. Take finite state machines for example, the dynamics are expressed by the tables, diagrams and discrete functions shown in Figure 2 . These descriptions are intuitive to understand, however they are inconvenient to analyze and synthesize logical dynamic systems mathematically.
As stated in Introduction, in recent years, the dynamics of finite state machines are modeled as bilinear dynamic equations (1) in the framework of the STP of matrices, where (i) G and K , the state transition matrix and output matrix, are both exponentiation forms of Boolean matrices; (ii) the exponentiation of Boolean matrices is conducted in the framework of the STP of matrices. The dynamic equations (1) provide a kinetic basis for studying of finite state machines by using the ideas and methods of control theory.
Model identification is an important issue in the analysis and synthesis of logical dynamic systems. Take finite state machines for example, the model identification problem is to design a model of finite state machine such that observed data verify the equations (1) . The process consists of three stages. Firstly, identify the dynamic matrices G and K from observed input-output data. Secondly, express G and K as an exponentiation of a Boolean matrix, respectively, say, G = F t and K = H t . Finally, construct a finite state machine from the one to one correspondence between F (or H ) and finite state machine. The results of this paper are the very theory basis of the second step.
V. CONCLUDING REMARK
Boolean matrices have a wide range of applications in various areas of science and technology, especially in the fields of logical dynamic systems, networked evolutionary systems, finite-valued systems and logical networks. Specifically, Boolean matrices are used to model, analyze and synthesize these systems, where the crucial ingredient of describing dynamic behaviors, a dynamic matrix, is a Boolean matrix. For the analysis of some logical dynamic systems, take finite state machines for example, it is essential to express a Boolean matrix as an exponentiation of another Boolean matrix in the framework of the STP of matrices. In this paper, the problem of representing a Boolean matrix as an exponentiation form is investigated. Several necessary and sufficient conditions for the representability are presented, and several algorithms of finding all such representations of a Boolean matrix are designed. The computation complexities of these algorithms are analyzed, all of them are of polynomial time of the matrix size. Exponentiation expression of Boolean matrices plays an important role in the analysis and synthesis of logical dynamic systems, such as logical networks, finitevalued systems, logical systems, and networked evolutionary systems. As an example, a discussion is given to show how to apply the results of this paper to analyze and synthesize finite state machines.
